
Responsibilities
Removes roadside litter and removes various illegally dumped
materials, including potentially hazardous materials

Crew member must have the ability to safely load and unload
roadside litter into and out of vehicle or trailer

Must have the ability to safely work along road right of ways while
traffic is moving and work in adverse weather conditions

Performs all other related tasks as required

Basic Qualifications
Physically able to be on your feet for extended periods of time,
walk 2-4 miles per day and lift up to 50 pounds

Strong communication skills

Good judgement related to roadside safety including remaining out of
roadways and avoiding becoming a distraction to traffic

Ability to learn and consistently apply safety policies and protocols

Requirements

Thorough knowledge of community roadways, ability to utilize required
equipment, maintain effective working relationships with associates and
the general public
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For inquiries, contact Aimee Bolt: 816.912.1951 or bolta@cslcares.org



Position Overview
This position’s primary responsibility is conducting removal of roadside litter from
Eastern Jackson County roadways. Priority areas will be the seven major east-west
corridors (24 Hwy, Truman Road, M-78, I-70, 40 Hwy, 35th Street and 39th
Street) and the major north-south corridors (Blue Ridge Blvd, Sterling, Noland, Lee’s
Summit, M-291, and Little Blue Pkwy), along with parks and historic sites. Work is
performed under the general supervision of the Crew Leader.

Hours/Compensation
Part-time; Temporary
3/27/23-9/15/23
$12/hour, paid daily

Workers will qualify for $300 in housing
support after working 100 hours and $300
for every subsequent 100 hours worked

Additional Benefits

Homelessness Qualifications
Living on the streets or in their car
Living temporarily in a hotel or motel
“Couch surfing” with friends or family
Unaccompanied minors

Living in half-way or sobriety houses
In a CSL transitional housing program
Individuals with disabilities

Physical Demands
Regularly required to talk or hear
Frequently required to use hands and reach with hands and arms
Occasionally required to stand and walk 2-4 miles per day
Must frequently lift and/or move up to 50 pounds
Vision abilities include close vision, depth perception and ability to adjust focus
 Required to climb, bend, stoop, work in outdoor temperatures and around high
speed traffic
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